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Correction, San Francisco Style

San Francisco has always marched to the beat of its own drum, culturally, politically, and economically. While

inventory in Marin  has increased and the median sales price (MSP) has leveled off, correction in San Francisco looks

like shrinking inventory and a moderate continuation of appreciation. 

There are some trends we have come to expect even in the unique San Francisco climate: MSP dips in January.

September and October often counterbalance this lull, but not always. This year, we must also consider some

unusual fluctuation in listing and sales activity. The last four months are of particular value this year in

understanding what a San Francisco correction looks like and where it might take us in the remainder of 2019.

Listings and Sales

From May to August, we see a steep decline in new listings of both single family homes and condos. Pending sales

have also trended down but exceeded the number of new listings. This is unprecedented at this time of year. The

combination of continued demand, diminished inventory and lower interest rates should create pressure on prices.

However, it’s only resulted in an appreciation of 3.38% over the last twelve months. While September will bring

more inventory onto the market, it will likely not meet demand. We’ll see if it follows the historical trend of

increased prices.

We find further evidence of continued demand in the percent of list price received chart, which has hardly wavered

over the last few months. It holds fast near 114%. We have received several inquiries as to whether the lack of new

listings is consistent across the many San Francisco districts. As you can see, all but districts 2 and 3 have followed

the trend of reduced inventory. 

Single Family, Condo, and TIC

San Francisco has 3 distinct property types. In addition to the two common types, single family home and condo,

we have a substantial group of Tenants-in-common (TIC) properties. All have seen an increase in MSP over the past

6 years, and all have leveled off slightly in the last 2 years. This particular chart uses annualized statistics so the

numbers are a little different than the other charts which use month-over-month numbers. TICs have appreciated

more than their fraternal twin: condos. This seems to be the result of a lower starting price point for TICs.

Zooming in on single family homes, we can all celebrate an appreciation of 15.64% over the past 2 years. However,

as noted above, the last 12 months account for only 3.38% of that. While other areas would consider this a

significant gain, in San Francisco, this slowing is a sign of correction. 

Right now, and for the foreseeable future, San Francisco has the highest MSP for all property types when compared

with surrounding counties. There appears to be a $300,000 differential as we move from San Francisco to Marin

and then to Alameda.
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San Francisco

Sold for $3,100,000
338 Main Street, San Francisco

2BR // 2BA // Listed for $3,250,000

Sold for $1,100,000
241 Harkness Avenue, San Francisco

4BR // 2BA // Listed for $848,000

Sold for $2,225,000

595 44th Avenue, San Francisco

4BR // 3BA // Listed for $1,850,000

Sold for $815,000

888 7th Street, San Francisco

1BR // 1.1BA // Listed for $780,000

https://zephyrre.com/properties/?mls_status=sold&listing_id=483598
https://zephyrre.com/properties/?mls_status=sold&listing_id=483598
https://zephyrre.com/properties/?mls_status=sold&listing_id=485121
https://zephyrre.com/properties/?mls_status=sold&listing_id=485121
https://zephyrre.com/properties/?mls_status=sold&listing_id=485269
https://zephyrre.com/properties/?mls_status=sold&listing_id=485269
https://zephyrre.com/properties/?mls_status=sold&listing_id=481363
https://zephyrre.com/properties/?mls_status=sold&listing_id=481363
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Happenings Around the Bay Area

It’s pumpkin patch time! It may not feel like fall in the Bay Area, but autumn is upon us and that means it is pumpkin

time. One of the best parts about fall is traveling to your local pumpkin patch, or making a day trip to one of the

many Bay Area pumpkin patches, to gather pumpkins of all sizes! Get ready to carve, roast some seeds and

decorate your stoop with jack-o’-lanterns. Read More »»

Northern California is known for its abundance of redwood trees. Thankfully, there is no shortage of picturesque

hikes available in the Bay Area for everyone to enjoy the beauty giant redwoods have to offer. From Sonoma to

Santa Cruz, these are a handful of the best redwood hikes in the Bay Area. Take a day trip and take in California’s

coastal beauty. Read More »»

https://zephyrre.com/properties/?county_or_parish=San%20Francisco&mls_status=active&listing_contract_date_after=2019-08-28
https://zephyrre.com/properties/?county_or_parish=San%20Francisco&mls_status=sold&listing_contract_date_after=2019-08-28
https://redtri.com/san-francisco/pumpkin-patches-in-the-bay-area/
https://redtri.com/san-francisco/pumpkin-patches-in-the-bay-area/
https://www.7x7.com/the-bay-areas-best-redwood-hikes-1787072017.html
https://www.7x7.com/the-bay-areas-best-redwood-hikes-1787072017.html
https://www.7x7.com/14-crowd-free-spots-to-explore-in-yosemite-valley-this-fall-2078330780.html


Let’s explore Yosemite now that the crowds have cleared! As summer comes to an end, many destinations in

Northern California start to quiet down, offering you and your family a stress free vacation. Yosemite, one of the

most beautiful places in California, is just hours outside of the Bay Area and many campgrounds stay open year

round. With cooler weather and less campers, now is that time to visit one of these 14 spots in Yosemite. Read More

»»
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